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The Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera is a mid-size car that was manufactured and marketed from the
through model years by the Oldsmobile Division of General Motors. It shared the front-wheel
drive A platform with the Buick Century , Pontiac and Chevrolet Celebrity ; both Oldsmobile and
Chevrolet considered using the Celebrity name, which had originally been used on the Eighty
Eight model in the s. The Cutlass Ciera and its A-Body platform twins, featured MacPherson
strut front suspension, body-color urethane bumpers, flush-mounted glass, front-wheel drive,
and on many models, fuel injection. Initially, the Cutlass Ciera and its platform mates were
marketed as premium mid-sized cars, above the X-Body, from which they were derived, and the
N-Body Calais, which would follow for The Ciera and Cruiser replaced the rear-wheel drive
G-Body Cutlass models, but strong sales kept the higher trim Cutlass Supreme in production
until the model year when it was replaced by the W-Body models. As such, these front-wheel
drive sedans carried the A-Body designation, previously reserved for their rear-wheel drive
showroom companions. In order to keep both lines in production, General Motors rechristened
the rear-wheel drive mid-sized platform as the G-Body beginning with the model year. When the
W-Body intermediates were introduced for , Oldsmobile "decontented" its Cutlass Ciera by
reducing the number of options and configurations available to the public. During the model
years that followed, luxury and performance options such as FE3 suspension, Auto Calculator,
bucket seats, leather seating areas, sunroofs, and full instrumentation were gradually
eliminated. After , special editions of the Cutlass Ciera were dropped from the American market
and by the end of , the coupe was discontinued. Although reduced to two trim levels and two
body styles, sedan, and wagon, for 's final run of Oldsmobile Cieras they were still the brand's
best selling line. Production began September 28, , at Doraville Assembly in Georgia for the
model year. The standard engine was a 2. All models also included standard bench seats and
cloth interior. Available on all models were a 3. Brougham trim added a plush interior with vinyl
accents, leatherette interior door pulls, additional chrome trim, and a reading lamp. The base
coupe and sedan were initially dropped after due to poor sales, leaving LS and Brougham trim
as the only available from to , excluding special editions. The model year added a new ES trim
package for the coupe and sedan models. This would be the last year for the standard inch
wheels. During the spring of , a special edition Holiday Coupe was added to the option list as
part of the Oldsmobile Road Show sales promotion. This transmission was dropped in the fall of
from the option list. For , the Cutlass Ciera received its first facelift with a revised grille,
headlamps, taillights, and interiors. The GT coupe was added as a companion to the ES sedan.
In spring the Oldsmobile designed 4. Canadian models added the 2. For , the Cutlass Ciera's
grille had expanded ventilation sections than the similar model. The coupe received a revised
roofline that was not initially shared with the other GM A-body models, but later migrated to the
Buick Century coupe. These models are identifiable by their revised roofline and updated VIN
identification, which replaced the "27" coupe designation used from until March with "37". The
2. In compliance with federal regulations, the Ciera was the first to have a high mount brake
light as standard equipment. The Cutlass Ciera nameplate appeared on the rear fiberglass
panel, just below the trunk lid. For , the Cutlass Ciera was facelifted again with a new grille,
updated steering wheel had the Oldsmobile logo moved from the right to the very center, and
the 2. In addition, Brougham and GT models received composite headlamps as standard
equipment. Ciera's tail lamps were slightly revised, adding ribs to their lower quarter. For , the
base Cutlass Ciera received composite headlamps, the new International Series models were
introduced, and this would be the last year for the Brougham , which was rechristened the
Brougham SL on coupe models. The International Series included the emblem with the flags of
various countries in a circular pattern on the front header panel and b pillars with the name
"International Series" written across a black and chrome globe in the center. The International
Series and was available in coupe and sedan body styles. This model came equipped with a
standard Buick 3. Composite headlamps were made standard on all Cutlass Ciera models.
Sedan models could have the new power sliding sunroof for the first time. The Cutlass Ciera
was updated for , with the sedan receiving a modern roofline similar to the coupe , and revised
body side moldings, and deletion of hood ornaments. Rear seat shoulder belts were added.
Both coupe and sedan models received updated rear-end treatments. The older Buick 3. The
Brougham trim level was eliminated, replaced by an upper-level SL trim. A new XC station
wagon also joined the option sheet this year. For , the front seat belts were moved from the
B-pillars to the doors. This would also be the last year for the 'International Series' and 'XC'. The
changes for included a new instrument cluster with a trip odometer and an engine temperature
gauge. This would be the last year for the coupe in the United States and Canada, but it would
continue on in the Mexican market. For , the coupe was dropped, and the line-up included only
sedans and station wagons in 'S' or 'SL' designations. The wagon now had some internal
competition in the form of the new Oldsmobile Silhouette minivan itself based on the Cutlass

Ciera's A-platform , offering buyers a choice of the traditional station wagon or a
multi-configurable minivan. Despite the all-new Olds Achieva and Delta 88 models for , the
Cutlass Ciera was still Oldsmobile's best-selling model line, with over , sedans and an
additional 7, station wagons produced this year. For , the 2. In , the 'SL' designation was
dropped. The 'Cutlass Ciera S', available in sedan or station wagon form, featured a driver
airbag as standard equipment, along with anti-lock brakes, adjustable steering column, electric
rear-window defogger, automatic door locks, and delay wipers. The 3. This engine was standard
on the Cruiser wagon and optional on the sedan. The I-4 received minor updates, resulting in a
horsepower increase. For , the 'SL' designation returned in place of the 'S'. The Cutlass Ciera SL
featured a new shift interlock system that required stepping on the brake pedal before moving
the gear shift out of the park position. For , the final model year, the 'Cutlass' nomenclature was
dropped and the car was now known simply as the 'Ciera SL', which continued to be available in
'Series I' or 'Series II' equipment levels. The chrome "Oldsmobile" badge above the driver's
headlight was deleted. During this time, Oldsmobile attempted to revamp itself as a
European-styled upscale make with new products such as the Aurora , but the Cutlass Ciera's
continued strong sales proved almost an embarrassment due to its dated design and perceived
image as an " old man's car ". On the other hand, because the tooling for the A-body platform
had long since been monetized, GM was guaranteed a profit off each Cutlass Ciera and Buick
Century sold. At the same time, GM was losing massive amounts of money on its other
midsized platform, the W-platform. Production of the Ciera ended on August 30, As a result, the
Cruiser wagon was the final Oldsmobile station wagon model produced. Sales of this Ciera
replacement peaked at 53, in and it was discontinued in This package included a unique landau
vinyl roof RPO C10 , opera windows , special rooftop trim, and painted pinstripes. The Holiday
Coupe package required tinted glass and could not be ordered with standard pinstripes. It was
discontinued partway through the model year when Oldsmobile introduced the updated coupe
roofline. Oldsmobile would ship ASC Brougham coupes equipped with tinted glass to modify at
their facility. These models have an ASC decal in the driver side door frame indicating the
factory authorized conversion. These vehicles feature unique wheel covers, blacked-out trim,
F41 performance suspension, black sidewall tires, a center console with bucket seats, and a
sport steering wheel. For only the ES sedan returned, as the coupe had been renamed GT. For ,
it was expanded to the four-door sedan, replacing the ES. Following the model year, it was
replaced by the International Series. It featured the 3. Available on coupe and sedan models, it
featured a factory body kit, bucket seats with console, FE3 performance suspension, alloy
wheels, full instrumentation, air conditioning, JA2 heavy-duty brakes, extra capacity cooling,
and unique ornamentation. Sharing much of its sporty appearance with the International Series,
the XC is distinguished by orange body side stripes in place of the typical black and chrome
trim. Unlike the similar-looking International Series, the XC package did not include a standard
V6, 4-speed automatic, or other higher-end features. These had to be ordered in addition to the
XC package. Oldsmobile never officially produced a factory-built convertible of the Cutlass
Ciera for public sale, but many dealers made them available via aftermarket conversions.
Throughout much of its history, the Cutlass Ciera was offered in several global markets. In
Mexico, local production allowed for unique models under the name Chevrolet Cutlass. These
models featured the coupe body style and International model until discontinuation in These
vehicles were also offered with 5-speed manual transmissions. The Cutlass Ciera consistently
ranked among the highest-rated vehicles by J. In April , U. The car had approximately 33, miles
on its odometer in when the owner was selling it. The movie Fargo created by the Coen brothers
uses this car extensively throughout the movie. Much of the movie is filmed around a
Oldsmobile dealership. The manager of the dealership uses the cars for his personal use and
one is given to the hitman he hires. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
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is a mid-size car produced by Oldsmobile between and It was positioned as a premium offering
at the top of the Cutlass range. It began as a trim package, developed its own roofline, and rose
during the mids to become not only the most popular Oldsmobile but the highest selling model
in its class. It was produced as a rear-wheel drive two-door hardtop, sedan, and station wagon
into the s, and a convertible through In Oldsmobile sought to capitalize on the brand equity of
the Cutlass Supreme marque by replacing it with a downsized front-wheel drive model based on
the GM10 platform W-platform. When production ended there was no direct replacement for the
Cutlass Supreme, although the Intrigue introduced for was designed in size and price to replace
all the Cutlass models. The Cutlass Supreme name first appeared for the model year , the first
year of GM's new intermediate four-door hardtop sedan â€”also known as the Holiday Sedan. In
addition to the new body style also available on the midline F Deluxe series , the Supreme
featured a plusher interior that included a bench seat with armrest , full wheel covers and
deluxe door panels among other items including "CS" emblems on the rear C-pillars and trunk
lid. For the model year, the Cutlass Supreme line was expanded into a full series that also
included a two-door hardtop coupe Holiday Coupe , two-door pillared coupe Sport Coupe ,
four-door pillared sedan Town Sedan and a convertible. Generally, interior appointments in
Supreme models were more luxurious than lesser F and Cutlass series cars and included a
cloth or vinyl bench seat with armrest in sedan models and all-vinyl Strato bucket seats in
coupes and convertibles. Transmission offerings included a standard three-speed manual with
column shift, floor-mounted four-speed manual with Hurst shifter or a two-speed Jetaway
automatic. The Cutlass Supreme, now the top-line Olds intermediate series, was pared down to
two- and four-door hardtop models with the pillared sedans and coupes dropped and the
convertible moved to the lower-priced Cutlass "S" line, upon which the muscle car was now
based. The models received only a minor facelift such as a new split grille and vertical taillights
with the same model and engine offerings. A new three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic was added to
the option list to replace the two-speed Jetaway automatic. Headrests were made standard
equipment due to federal safety mandate and the ignition switch moved from the instrument
panel to the steering column, which also was designed to lock the steering wheel. For , the
Cutlass Supreme nameplate was switched to Oldsmobile 's equivalent of the downsized Pontiac
Grand Prix on the A-body , to give the division an entry in the burgeoning market for smaller
personal luxury cars. As such, the two-door hardtop had a new notchback roofline, while lower
trim-line Cutlass coupes had a fastback style roof. The model remained in this role for virtually
all of its production life. Unlike the Grand Prix and the also-related Chevrolet Monte Carlo ,
which had wholly separate bodies and names from their less expensive siblings, the Supreme
shared front and rear body parts with the standard Cutlass line and was always marketed as
part of it. In addition to the two-door hardtop Holiday Coupe , the Cutlass Supreme series for
also included a four-door hardtop Holiday Sedan and regained the convertible bodystyle.
Supreme interiors were more luxurious that those of other Cutlass models, with a choice of a
Custom Sport notchback bench seat with armrest in Osborne cloth or Moroccan vinyl or, at no
extra cost on coupes and convertibles only , Strato bucket seats in Moroccan vinyl. Available at
extra cost with the bucket seats was a center console with floor-mounted shifter for which the
Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission could also be had with the Hurst Dual-Gate shifter commonly
found in the division's musclecar, the Oldsmobile For and , both the Cutlass Supreme coupe
and convertible were available with the Code Y high performance SX option package. The "SX"
option included several versions of the larger cubic-inch Rocket V8 borrowed from the Olds
along with the cutout rear bumper and exhaust trumpets, 's rallye suspension optional ,
distinctive SX badges and other features. A W31 option added distinctive stripes and badging,
and a camshaft with increased lift and duration for the engine. The W31 option was offered on
Supreme coupes only in , but continued on lower-line F and Cutlass S coupes through In its
final year, it was the best-selling convertible in the U. In , the Cutlass Supreme, like other GM
mid-size cars, was redesigned. Hardtop models were replaced by new "Colonnade" styling with
fixed center pillars. Concerns over proposed rollover standards caused many automakers to
phase out their pillarless hardtops and convertibles throughout the s, and the Cutlass was no
exception. Despite some initial controversy over the disappearance of hardtop models, the new
GM mid-sized line proved highly successful. Cutlass Supreme coupes had a unique roofline
with vertical opera windows not shared with other Cutlass coupes, as well as unique front end
styling. With rectangular headlights newly legalized in , the Cutlass received a facelift for the
model year featuring quad headlights and a waterfall grille. This attractive redesign boosted
sales even further. The Cutlass line as a whole was America's best-selling car in , helping
Oldsmobile to become the only marque outside of Ford and Chevrolet to break one-million units
sold. By , however, GM had downsized its full-size models, and the Cutlass Supreme was now
nearly identical in size to the redesigned Delta That situation would last only that one year, as

GM planned to downsize the Olds Cutlass and other intermediates for In addition to the
Colonnade hardtop coupe , the Cutlass Supreme was also offered in a four-door Colonnade
sedan with six-window styling and frameless door windows as well as six-and-nine passenger
station wagons - the wagons with the woodgrain exterior trim were marketed under the Vista
Cruiser nameplate previously used on Oldsmobile's stretched-wheelbase station wagons with
raised roof and skylights from to For , the Salon package was also made available on the
Supreme Colonnade coupe and in , the Salon was upgraded to a separate series available in
both sedan and coupe. The s received a new, more squared off grille, slightly larger and
incorporating parking lights. The bumpers also continued to grow ever larger. Both three- and
four-speed manual transmissions were offered in , but the greatest majority of Cutlasses
including Supremes were built with the three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic automatic transmission
which became standard equipment in , along with variable-ratio power steering. The energy
crisis resulting from the Arab Oil Embargo led Oldsmobile to introduce two new smaller engines
to the Cutlass line in The Chevrolet built cubic-inch inline six and three-speed manual
transmission were reinstated as standard equipment on the Supreme coupe and sedan with a
new Olds-built cubic-inch Rocket V8 standard on Cutlass Salon and optional on all other
Cutlasses except wagons offered as an option. However, the majority of Cutlass Supremes in , ,
and were sold with the now-optional Rocket V8 and Turbo Hydra-matic automatic still standard
on wagons. The Rocket V8 was optional through , and replaced by a smaller Rocket V8 in , the
same year in which a Buick-built cubic-inch V6 replaced the Chevy inline six as base power in
most Cutlass models. It also received quad square headlights. For , the Brougham was also
available as a four-door Colonnade sedan. The grille was also changed, with each half divided
into five rather than two segments of bars divided by chrome strips. A five-speed manual
transmission was available as an option with the V8 in all models except Supreme Brougham
and station wagons for The Cutlass Supreme was downsized for , along with the rest of the
Cutlass line. An upscale Cutlass Calais model was added, differing from the Cutlass Supreme
only in minor trim details. The new notchback Cutlass Supreme proved to be far more popular
than the controversial fastback Cutlass Salon coupe and sedan introduced at the same time.
The Cutlass Calais, essentially replaced the previous Cutlass Salon series, as far as model
position and content were concerned. The Calais featured reclining Strato bucket seats , center
console , sport steering wheel , full instrumentation, tuned suspension with front and rear sway
bars, color-keyed wheelcovers, front grilles mimicking an ice cube tray as opposed to the
waterfall style used with the Cutlass Supreme and more. Both the Cutlass Supreme and Calais
were available with T-tops or a factory sunroof , even on the base Cutlass Supreme coupe with
the factory radio delete option. These used the Supreme's notchback body, rather than the
standard fastback coupe's. In , the Cutlass line featured taillights which had a lighted
Oldsmobile rocket logo in the center. In , the taillights on the Cutlass line dropped the rocket
logo. In , the two-door models went back to four headlights. A 4-door notchback sedan known
as Cutlass, Cutlass LS, and Cutlass Brougham replaced the unpopular 4-door "aeroback"
Salon, which continued in two-door form for one more year. The Supreme Brougham package
was available on and off throughout production. This was also the first year GM introduced the
OBD-I computer controlled engine management and emission control system. A 4-door sedan
was added to the Supreme lineup, with a new front end and a slight taillight lens restyle
resembling a touch-tone dial or Rubik's Cube - this lens style was used until The older body
was renamed to be the G-Body. Both featured chrome wheels, red striping and a high output
Oldsmobile V8 with 4 barrel carburetor, dual muffler exhausts and Hurst's then new three stick
Lightning Rods shifter the latter eventually becoming a magnet for thieves. The Cutlass
Supreme was produced by Oldsmobile and designed after the Oldsmobile Calais , which
became a separate model on the GM N platform in the same year. The rear-wheel drive Cutlass
Calais was renamed the Cutlass Salon taking its name from the upscale Supreme coupe and
sedan that preceded the Calais. The added performance that adds to the pleasure of driving.
Brougham Coupe and Sedan - Although very similar to the original Cutlass Supreme, the
Brougham is slightly better equipped. It has the same exact 3. Also includes a convenience
group with lamps, visor vanity mirror and chime tones. To finish off the specialization of the
premium model, Oldsmobile created specific Brougham hood ornaments. A Buick was the base
motor alongside the Oldsmobile For its final year, the package was moved to the Supreme
model. It was badged Cutlass Supreme Classic , and 27, were built. The Olds was the only
available engine. Two high-performance variants were created, both using a high-output version
of Oldsmobile's 5. A front-wheel-drive Cutlass Supreme based on the GM10 platform W-body
was introduced as a 2-door notchback coupe mid-year during the production run, while the final
year of Cutlass Supreme RWD coupes were still being produced. This new FWD model shared
its The and models were 2-door coupes. This body style proved to be a winner for NASCAR

competition and it visited the victory circle 13 times between and , when Oldsmobile ended its
racing program. Throughout its run, the convertible was considered a separate trim level.
International Series models could be equipped with unique features such as quad bucket seats
with dual center consoles, a driver information system and a heads-up display. A very rare
Muncie 5-speed manual transmission option was paired first with the 2. The entire line was
restyled for , with coupes and convertibles gaining distinctive "mini-quad" headlamps shared
with the Pontiac Grand Prix coupe. A driver's side airbag became standard in , and a new
ergonomically curved dashboard with dual airbags debuted in The trim levels and the lineup
were gradually pared down over time. The Quad-4 was last produced during the model year; the
manual transmission option during ; the International Series during ; the S model during ; the
convertible during ; and the 3. The Cutlass Supreme ceased production at the end of the model
year. That same year, an N-body Cutlass actually a badge-engineered Malibu was introduced to
replace the Ciera , but this model lasted just three years. The Cutlass Supreme's place in the
Oldsmobile line was taken by the Intrigue , built on the next version of the W platform. The
Cutlass Supreme ended production on April 24, The first Cutlass Supreme rolled off the
assembly line on January 13, All 50 used on track on race day and in Festival activities were
essentially hand-built. Following the race 50 very select Oldsmobile dealers were given the
opportunity to purchase one of these cars. After the 50 were claimed, paid for and delivered to
the lucky Olds dealers who said yes, the story of these cars gets more interesting. After the 50
were in the dealers' hands across the country General Motors discovered some issue with the
certification of these one-off models. Each dealer was asked to return them to GM where they
were to be destroyed and receive full credit of their purchase price. Most of the 50 were returned
for credit, but a few dealers objected and kept their cars, leaving by all accounts less than 10 in
the general population. Thomas Knobloch, a second-generation Oldsmobile dealer in Erie,
Pennsylvania was one of those dealers who refused to relinquish his car [ citation needed ]. The
Knobloch family sold the car after his death [ citation needed ]. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Cutlass Supreme. Main article: Oldsmobile Cutlass. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. October
Popular Science. Retrieved 2 December Ward's Automotive Yearbook Ward's Communications,
Inc. Fredric Wisconsin: Oldsmobile, GM Corp. Retrieved 2 August A division of General Motors ,
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We wasted 71 dollars to have the car checked out only to find out it had many issues. It had
many, many problems and we paid 71 dollars to find out that it was not a good car to buy. Very
unprofessional. I called and scheduled a test drive and I drove over an hour to their dealership.
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